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FROM THE DIRECTOR’S DESK 
By David M. Green 

 
  
 

Photo: Redpath Museum. 

 

There is always something new at the Museum, 

even if it’s not readily apparent when you walk 

through the galleries. The Museum constantly 

acquires new specimens and artifacts for its 

collections. Recently, for example, a fine collection 

of 67 Pre-Columbian ceramics and 168 Egyptian 

Coptic textiles were donated to the Museum’s 

World Cultures Collections. These items are 

carefully labeled, catalogued, documented are 

stored, but only some of them are eventually put on 

display.  

 

 

 

This past year, though, we have put many of our 

recently acquired African mammals on display on 

the third floor landing and the teaching lab. But 

since the vast majority of any museum’s collections 

are in storage, about the most exciting thing that can 

happen to a museum to get more storage space! The 

Museum’s new off-site storage facility, with some 

2,000 square feet of space, will soon be ready to 

receive specimens. Now there’s something to make 

a Director smile. 

 

 
Photo: Redpath Museum Staff and students in Fall 

2012. 

 

The new storage space comes just in time, too, to 

help accommodate the Museum’s growing 

population of staff and students. We are very 

excited to have been able to hire a new Assistant 

Professor. Rowan Barrett, who studies evolutionary 

ecology with a combination of field 

experimentation and genomics, will start his new 

position at the Museum next fall after he completes 

his current postdoctoral fellowship at Harvard.  

 

Our weekly Friday morning coffee and seminar is 

the best place for all our professors and their 

students to get together and keep with all the first 

class research going on in the Redpath Museum. 
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IN MEMORIUM – BRONWYN CHESTER 

1957-2012 

By Ingrid Birker 

 

 
Photo: Bronwyn Chester in 2009, courtesy of Pierre 

Obendrauf, Montreal Gazette. 

 

Bronwyn Chester and I met when we both first 

arrived in Montreal as young students from Toronto 

in 1981. We became friends very quickly, started to 

share our  other new found friends, as well as our 

mutual delight with our adopted city. Bronwyn 

went on to work as a freelance journalist and in 

2009 we worked together within the framework of 

the Museum Publication Committee to produce her 

popular booklet: ―A Leafy Legacy:  The Trees of 

McGill University‖. 

 

Bronwyn died a few weeks ago. Next month, on 

November 17,  the day she would have turned 55 

years old, we will plant a Service Berry behind the 

Museum to honour her love of Montreal and 

McGill’s flora.  

The tribute below was taken and abridged from an 

article written by her editor, Bryan Demchinsky, 

and published in The Gazette on August 11, 2012. 

 

Many people have adopted Montreal as their 

hometown, but few have absorbed the city into their 

being as thoroughly as Bronwyn Chester did. 

Toronto born, she, like many of us from elsewhere 

who have discovered Montreal, felt a gratitude in 

being here that comes from knowing you have 

found where you belong. Bronwyn perfected her 

French, found a Québécois partner, bought a house 

in Plateau Mont Royal and raised two sons there 

who are the personification of the city’s bicultural 

heritage. She also fashioned a career in freelance 

journalism, no mean feat in a city whose first 

language was her second. In a phone call, I first 

heard Bronwyn’s richly textured voice as she 

pitched a story in the early 1990s. I was then the 

Books and Visual Arts editor at The Gazette, and it 

was still an era in which a freelancer might expect 

an editor to pick up the phone and assign a story 

based on a conversation. I don’t remember the 

subject of the assignment that followed, but it led to 

many more — book reviews, features and reporting 

about literary events. She also took on the best-

sellers list, realizing that a regular gig was a useful 

thing to have in the haphazard course of waiting for 

editors to call back. She was game for any 

assignment, propelled by curiosity and a sense of 

humour that could be relied upon.The natural world 

was Bronwyn’s delight and the people in it were all 

potential friends. Over time her markets expanded 

and she wrote for Canadian Geographic, was a CBC 

contributor, and worked at various jobs at McGill, 

including the McGill News, and Concordia. But 

even as her career progressed, she remained 

engaged with her immediate surroundings — Drolet 

St. and the back alleys of the Plateau, where she 

promoted urban renewal through planting and the 

tending of public space.  No surprise then that she 

wrote about the 1998 ice storm and its aftermath, 

and from this disaster came something very good. 

Bronwyn’s commentary on the damage wrought 

upon Montreal’s forests led her to write about trees 

in general, first for an urban affairs magazine and 

then in the blog Les promenades dans la forêt 

Montréal, and starting in 2009, in The Gazette 

column called Island of Trees. In the columns, and 

in accompanying tree walks, conducted in French 

and English, all of Bronwyn’s enthusiasms came 

together, and Montrealers are the richer for them. 

 

I will miss her presence in my life, her writings, and 

her astounding public engagement with trees but 

hope that the Memorial bench and tree will help to 

fill the void.  Her own words in the introduction to 

the book Island of Trees (in progress), sum it up 

best: 

―The earth … draws us back, onto the grass or 

forest floor, at the foot of a favourite tree, to 

contemplate the wondrous structure of branches and 

leaves, root and trunk, fruit and flower that has 

framed and allowed our existence.‖ 

 

Read more: 

http://www.montrealgazette.com/news/Bronwyn+C

hester+1957+2012+earth+draws+back/7077635/sto

ry.html#ixzz29mbBGZ8a 

http://www.montrealgazette.com/news/Bronwyn+Chester+1957+2012+earth+draws+back/7077635/story.html#ixzz29mbBGZ8a
http://www.montrealgazette.com/news/Bronwyn+Chester+1957+2012+earth+draws+back/7077635/story.html#ixzz29mbBGZ8a
http://www.montrealgazette.com/news/Bronwyn+Chester+1957+2012+earth+draws+back/7077635/story.html#ixzz29mbBGZ8a
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WORLD CULTURES DIVISION 
By Barbara Lawson 

 

New Data and Insights on Redpath Mummies 

Last year’s radiological examinations at the 

Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) of several 

Ancient Egyptian human and bird mummies in the 

Redpath Collection have generated considerable 

interest and several publications. The project 

produced high-resolution 3D radiological images of 

three human and six bird mummies and looked at 

how they were mummified, their osteobiographical 

details (age, sex, social status, etc.), their state of 

preservation, their dental and overall health, the 

dental filling of the male Theban mummy, the 

package or scroll in the female Ptolemaic mummy, 

and the unidentified contents in one of the ibis 

mummy bundles.  

 

 
Photo: A 3D CT image of a mummified ibis 

(Threskiornis aethiopicus) from the World Cultures 

Collection showing its full stomach (RM 2727.01). Photo 

courtesy of Andrew Wade, see Current World 

Archaeology, (52) 2012: 9. 

More recently, samples were taken from the linen 

of the two Theban human mummies in fall 2011 

(RM 2717) and in summer 2012 (RM 2718) for 

radiocarbon dating. The results have overturned 

long-held assumptions based on documentation in 

the Redpath Museum files assigning both mummies 

to the New Kingdom period (1550-1070 BCE). The 

revisions from the radiocarbon analyses are as 

follows: RM 2717 is now dated to the Late Roman 

Period (230-380 CE) and RM 2718 is dated to the 

Ptolemaic Period (332-30 BCE).  

 

Several publications have already been generated 

from the radiological examinations at the MNI with 

several additional works in progress. A history of 

the Redpath mummy collection over the past 150 

years reviewing early examinations and exhibits is 

also underway. A facial reconstruction project using 

cranial and mandibular skeletal data from the recent 

CT scans to replicate the skulls on a 3d printer, and 

reconstruct model heads in plasticine is now in 

progress. Once completed, the three facial 

reconstructions of the Redpath mummies will be on 

display in the 3
rd

 floor World Cultures gallery. 

 

Other Research on World Cultures Collections 

Redpath holdings from Naukratis are under study 

by a group of archaeologists from the British 

Museum. Project curators Marianne Bergeron, 

François Leclère and Ross Thomas are working to 

re-unite and re-contextualize the entire body of 

finds from this site now distributed among 

numerous institutions. The study includes both 

Greek and Egyptian material found at Naukratis, 

from its beginning in the seventh century BCE 

through to the end of the Ptolemaic period, 

providing a solid foundation for a new analysis of 

the history and development of the site as an 

Egyptian, Greek, and Roman town and a centre of 

cross-cultural contact. The project includes a 

reassessment of nineteenth century archaeology and 

has examined and photographed about 140 artefacts 

in the Redpath collection which will eventually be 

added to the Naukratis Project web site.  

 

Volunteer Activities  

Daniel Gagnon, MA in Egyptology (University of 

Toronto), is helping with the cataloguing of recent 

donations. Nick Whitfield, a postdoctoral fellow in 

the Department of Social Studies of Medicine 

(McGill), is photographing and cataloguing the 

Redpath collection of Sri Lankan materia medica. 
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Koen Berghuijs, a visiting student from Leiden 

(Netherlands) has been cataloguing and 

photographing Coptic textiles and Egyptian 

cartonnage fragments. Annie Lussier, a McGill 

honours student in Anthropology with a minor in 

Art History, has recently joined the World Cultures 

team and has begun work organizing archival 

materials. 

 

Donations 

The past year has been an outstanding one for 

donations to the World Cultures Collections. Over 

300 objects were donated during 2011-2012 

including 67 Pre-Columbian ceramics, a pair of 

Senufo wooden door panels, 168 Coptic textiles and 

pieces of Egyptian cartonnage, 19 Borneo artefacts, 

and more than 70 items related to prayer from 

Japanese temples and shrines. These recent 

donations are now being accessioned, photographed 

and catalogued. 

 

 
Photo: From a recent donation of Coptic textiles to the 

World Cultures Collection; detail of fragment RM 

2011.07.008.  

Collections Conservation 

The Canadian Conservation Institute (CCI) has 

finally completed treatment of Redpath artefacts 

damaged by a roof leak at the Museum in 

September 2009. Nineteen objects were water 

damaged in the storage area and underwent 

conservation in two phases. The objects in Phase II 

were returned to the World Cultures collection in 

April 2012. 

 

 

COLLECTIONS ACTIVITY 

By Anthony Howell 

 

This year, our Zoology Curatorial Technician, 

Anthony Howell, was selected as the recipient of 

the 2011-2012 Principal’s Awards for 

Administrative and Support Staff in the Technical 

and Library Assistants category due to his high 

quality work with regards to collections 

management, stages and internships, and his 

collaborative work with other institutions such as 

the Beaty Biodiversity Museum at the University of 

British Columbia and the Canadian Museum of 

nature (CMN). 

 

In addition, this year’s recipient of the Delise 

Alison Curatorial Travel Fund, was once again 

Anthony Howell, Zoology Curatorial Technician. 

He used this funding to attend the Society for the 

Preservation of Natural History Collections 

(SPNHC) conference on collections management, at 

Yale University in New Haven, CT. This 

conference continues to be a good source of 

collaborations and creative thinking on new and 

upcoming techniques regarding collection 

management. 

 

 
Photo: Anthony Howell, Zoology Curatorial Technician 

at work in the wet storage room. 

 

Collections 
The collections were fortunate to retain Donald 

Lawrence as a volunteer, to work on reconstructing 

many of the disarticulated skeletons in the 

collections. His expertise and experience has been a 

great asset, and has resulted in several new mounted 

specimens, that add valuable diversity to our 

collections of skeletal specimens. Several of these 

specimens can and will be used for Biology  

courses, held at the museum.  
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Photo: Arrangement of specimens, rearticulated by Don 

Lawrence, Volunteer, zoology collection. 

 

Work continues on reintegrating many hundreds of 

mineral specimens from the Ferrier Collection 

temporarily stored in the Museum's basement, with 

the core collection housed in the Hodgson and 

Dawson Galleries. This reintegration is led by long 

time Honorary Curator of mineralogy, Peter 

Tarassoff, who has also been working hard in 

making preparations for the planned move of other 

mineralogical and geological specimens to offsite 

storage. 

 

 
Photo: Mineral collections, organized, and awaiting 

relocation to the gallery storage areas. 

 

Donations 

This year, a large collection of rare African 

mammals were donated to the Redpath museum. 

The collection, comprised of some 72 specimens of 

full and head mounted African mammals, 

represents over two dozen different species, from 

several different localities on the African continent. 

Among the more impressive specimens, are full 

mounted specimens such as a lion, a leopard, and a 

Western Bongo, in addition to head mounts of 

Buffalo, Cape Elands and a Hippopotamus.  

 

 

 

Volunteers / Workstudy / Internships 
In an effort to develop and populate potential offsite 

storage facilities for museum collections, the 

Redpath has retained the services of Sophie 

Wolvin, through the Work Study program, to begin 

organizing and packing the invertebrate shell 

collection, for relocation to offsite storage. Under 

the supervision of curatorial technician Anthony 

Howell, the collection will be carefully packed and 

prepared for transport to the offsite location. 

 

TOMLINSON PROJECT IN UNIVERSITY-

LEVEL SCIENCE EDUCATION (T-PULSE) 
By Torsten Bernhardt 

 

T-Pulse is eagerly looking forward to a possible 

new permanent Director and negotiations are 

underway with a top researcher from the United 

States who would be appointed to the Tomlinson 

Chair in Science Education. That doesn’t mean that 

we’ve kept still, though! 

 

Our flagship Graduate Teaching Workshop 

continued to pack them in, with 70 registrants in 

January and 78 in September. Responding to 

requests for more presentation skills training, the 

January workshop was followed by a Presentation 

Skills Workshop that included microteaching, in 

which presenters are recorded and then go over the 

video in detail with a T-Pulse Fellow. 

 

Assistant Director Torsten Bernhardt continues to 

guest lecture in BIOL 304 (Evolution) and REDM 

400 (Science and Museums). He also joined the 

Inquiry Network, a cross-disciplinary group that 

explores how to engage undergraduate students 

with research within coursework.  

 

Graham Scott from the University of Hull, 

England, was brought to McGill by MITI 

(Macdonald Innovations for Teaching 

Improvement) and T-Pulse in May to give a 

presentation entitled ―Experiential and student-

managed learning as a means to promote student 

satisfaction, autonomy, and engagement with 

learning‖ and to meet with interested professors and 

students. 

 

T-Pulse was well represented at the annual Society 

for Teaching and Learning in Higher Education 

conference held in Montreal this June. Torsten 

Bernhardt gave presentations on ―A flatter 
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hierarchy: graduate students as major drivers of an 

education initiative― and ―Sustaining innovation in 

Canadian undergraduate education: a view from 

science― while T-Pulse Fellow Corey Chivers 

exhibited a poster on ―Predictive modelling of 

student grades and comparisons with conceptual 

gains‖ on work he’d done with Fellow Jonathan 

Guillemette and Professor Ken Ragan. 

 

This Fall semester is the first time that teaching 

assistants at McGill were given training in carrying 

out their duties and T-Pulse offered two of the 

seven sessions: Fellow Ria Ghai presented 

―Teaching and learning in science labs‖ and Torsten 

Bernhardt and Fellow Jonathan Verrett presented 

―Grading in science‖. 

 

PUBLIC PROGRAM AND SCIENCE 

OUTREACH 

By Ingrid Birker 

 

Since the last issue of the Redpath News in the Fall 

of 2010, the average yearly attendance at the 

Museum has increased by a whopping 2% to over 

50,000 visitors per year. This number includes the 

attendance figures for all the public program events 

that are held at the Museum as well as the record-

breaking attendance of 4000 people who visit on 

Montreal Museums Day / La journée des Musées 

Montréalais every year. 

 

Our public program at the Redpath Museum 

represents a major portal for Science Outreach at 

McGill and in 2010 the Dean of Science, Martin 

Grant, nominated the program for an NSERC 

Award for the Promotion of Science.  He based his 

submission on the broad spectrum of outreach and 

public program initiatives of the last five years 

which include the popular Montreal all-nighter Nuit 

blanche with flashlight tours guided by the 

students’ Redpath Museum Club, the Sunday 

afternoons Family Discovery Workshops and Super 

Science Documentary Films, monthly Freaky 

Fridays and Cutting Edge Lectures in Science as 

well as the stimulating guided group tours led by 

Museum educators such as Bruno Paul Stenson, 

Jacky Farrell, Mireille Marie, Pierre diCenzo 

and Fredéric Belley both inside the Museum and 

externally as Hands-on science in the classroom 

presentations. Last year close to 5000 Montreal area 

children participated in our Hands on science in the 

classroom program. Our educators visited 25 

different venues including schools in Dollard des 

Ormeaux, Pointe-aux-Trembles, St. Lazare, 

Pincourt, Beaconsfield, Lasalle, Kirkland, Montreal 

West, and Lachine and local libraries such as Pointe 

Claire, Dorval, Atwater Childrens’ Library and 

Eleanor London in Cote St. Luc. New this year was 

the addition of a suite of hands-on @ Lunch science 

sessions at Edinburgh School in Montreal West 

(presented by Jacky Farrell from Jan. 11 – Mar. 

Feb. 29, 2012) and the newly minted  Minerals 

Rock! Teachers’ Resource kit that has been used by 

about 400 students in venues as diverse as the 

Westmount Science Camp, the Pearson Adult 

Education Centre in Lasalle (PAAC), Pinewood 

Elementary School in Mascouche and at Christmas 

Park School in Beaconsfield.  

 

Last year our School Group visits at the Museum 

represented about 14% of the total annual 

visitorship. There are marginally more groups 

opting for a non guided tour (54.7%), but 

significantly more French groups than English 

groups, and this for both guided and non guided 

visits. About two-thirds of the student group visitors 

were young children:  63% were from primary 

schools and preschools and about 30% of the post-

secondary category are adults in literacy or 

language learning courses. All our group visits and 

Sunday afternoon workshop registrations are 

managed and coordinated with aplomb by Sara 

Pimpaneau. 

 

Photo: Astronaut Julie Payette who presented at Women 

in Science, Engineering and Medicine Symposium 

(WISEMS) at the Redpath Museum on Oct 13, 2012. 
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This fall the Museum hosted the first public Women 

in Science, Engineering and Medicine Symposium 

(WISEMS) with two days (Oct 12 and Oct 13) of 

special lectures, panel discussions and presentations 

in honour of the centenary of McGill’s first 

geneticist, Carrie Derick, being appointed as 

Canada's first female professor. The full program 

included a presentation by Julie Payette (B. Eng. 

McGill '86) and over 300 people attended the 8 

hours of presentations and panel discussions. 

The WISEMS was videotaped and is now available 

as a webcast on BCoolTV.  Details and  links here: 

http://www.mcgill.ca/redpath/events/ 

For more information about Carrie Derick check the 

Dean’s blog: 

http://blogs.mcgill.ca/science/2010/05/03/trees-of-

mcgill-and-carrie-derick/ 

 
Photo: Panel from Water is Life! , 2

nd
 floor gallery, 

Redpath Museum. 

Science Outreach is also involved with the 

Museum’s Publications and Exhibitions 

Committees. In 2012 the Publications committee 

published two booklets to honour the Museum’s 

130th Anniversary: a revised and translated version 

of the 2007 booklet: Tea and fossils – a brief 

history of the Redpath Museum (translation by 

Louise Delisle), as well as Behind the Roddick 

Gates. Both are available for $7 at the Museum. 

Chaired by the Science Outreach Administrator, the 

Exhibits Committee advised on several new 

exhibits in the last two years: the African 

Biodiversity exhibit, the Ville d’histoire photo 

exhibit (curated by Bruno Paul Stenson) and the 

Water is Life/  L’eau ; Au coeur de la vie (curated 

by Jacky Farrell with support from  the McGill 

Sustainability Projects Fund).  

This past year we lost two great Friends of the 

Museum: Margaret Archambault, a long-time 

Welcome Desk Volunteer, and Bronwyn Chester, 

author of A Leafy Legacy – the Trees of McGill. 

The IN MEMORIUM for Bronwyn Chester is on 

page 2 of this Newsletter. 

REDPATH MUSEUM COMMITTEES (2010 – 

2013) 

The following Museum Committees were revised in 

2010: 

Safety Committee: ANTHONY RICCIARDI – Chair. 

MARIE LA RICCA, Graduate student (to be 

named) 

Curriculum Committee: ANDREW HENDRY – Chair. 

HANS LARSSON, All Academic personnel. 

Space Committee: HANS LARSSON – Chair. All 

Academic and non-academic personnel. 

Exhibits Committee:– INGRID  BIRKER- Chair. 

TORSTEN BERNHARDT, ANTHONY 

HOWELL, BARBARA LAWSON, HANS 

LARSSON. 

Collections Committee: BARBARA LAWSON – 

Chair. ANTHONY HOWELL, HANS 

LARSSON, VIRGINIE MILLIEN, JEANNE 

PAQUETTE, SARAH PIMPANEAU 

Publications Committee: LINDA COOPER – Chair. 

TORSTEN BERNHARDT, INGRID  BIRKER, 

ANTHONY HOWELL 

Promotion & Tenure Committee: Director of the 

Museum – Chair. All tenured Academic 

personnel. 

 

All committees, except the Promotion & Tenure 

committee, are constituted for three-year terms. 

http://www.mcgill.ca/redpath/events/
http://blogs.mcgill.ca/science/2010/05/03/trees-of-mcgill-and-carrie-derick/
http://blogs.mcgill.ca/science/2010/05/03/trees-of-mcgill-and-carrie-derick/
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VIRTUAL MUSEUM sites:  
Museum website address and links to biodiversity, 

minerals and ethnology: 

http://www.mcgill.ca/redpath 

http://www.redpath-museum.mcgill.ca 

http://www.canadianbiodiversity.mcgill.ca 

http://collections.ic.gc.ca/minerals/marvels/will 


